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PROJECT OVERVIEW
The 2011 NATO Command Structure Review resulted in the
creation of HQ Allied Maritime Command (MARCOM). The HQ
MARCOM mission is broader than those of the former Maritime
Commands (MC) at Naples and Northwood, encompassing the
requirement to serve as Maritime Component Command under
a Joint Task Force and also to be capable of planning and running a maritime-heavy small joint operation (SJO(M)), all the
while serving as NATO’s principal maritime advisor.

Ships, including those from the Standing Naval Forces, participating in NATO Exercise Brilliant Mariner 2013.
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COM MARCOM requested an analysis to support his progress
towards full operational capability (FOC) by identifying the required capabilities that need to be available for MARCOM to
effectively exercise Command and Control (C2), at the operational and tactical levels. JALLC support was approved by Supreme Allied Commander Transformation in order to ensure
NATO can deliver desired outcomes in line with both NATO’s
maritime strategy and supporting maritime concepts, and the
Alliance’s level of ambition.

MAIN FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
JALLC analysis confirmed the valuable efforts made by MARCOM Transformation Program in addressing the challenges facing MARCOM as it works towards FOC. However, it also identified the conflict between MARCOM’s status as an Single Service Command (SSC) and the requirement to act as the operational-level commander for an
SJO (M), for which there is as yet no clearly articulated vision or definition, and for which MARCOM is not appropriately resourced.
The analysis resulted in two principal outcomes, which are detailed in the report. The first is the identification of significant capability gaps, derived from key NATO defense planning documentation, which might constrain MARCOM
and interfere with its ability to meet the requirements to achieve FOC. The second principal outcome is identification
and investigation of the challenges that JALLC believes represent the principal stumbling blocks to MARCOM reaching FOC. The four main themes are:


Thinking Joint and thinking Operational, while
keeping an eye on the sea



Preparing for transition to crisis operations



Communication and Information Systems (CIS) to
support C2



Understanding the operational environment – from
situation awareness to comprehensive knowledge.

Based on the challenges and lessons identified, as
developed in these four themes, the JALLC proposed
recommendations to the NATO Military Authorities
(NMA) and MARCOM.

The JALLC project team with Vice Admiral Hudson, COM MARCOM,
during his visit to JALLC in February 2014

PROJECT EXECUTION
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Research for this study started in October 2013 with a review of the many relevant NATO policies, doctrines
and standards, and lessons from NATO or NATO-led operations and exercises. Staff officers and subject matter experts were interviewed from: NATO International Staff and International Military Staff; SHAPE; both Joint
Force Commands; MARCOM; some of the NATO Response Force High Readiness Forces (Maritime); and maritime Centres of Excellence. Several maritime-related working groups and conferences were attended.
Analysis, based on the results of documentary research and interviews was effected through two distinct approaches. The first was a quantitative approach, extracting defined capabilities requirements from relevant authoritative NATO documents. The second approach was more qualitative, in which the four main themes to
stand out from the first phase were further developed and analysed, leading to detailed conclusions and recommendations for how to meet, or at least mitigate the effects of, the challenges.
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